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I am a full-stack web developer specializing in the MERN stack, including Next.js. I have been working with JavaScript,
React, Node, and MongoDB for about 2 years, and Next.js for the past few months. With my expertise, I create responsive
and interactive web applications. Whether it's building a simple landing page or a complex e-commerce website, I enjoy
turning ideas and concepts into reality through code. I'm passionate about writing clean, organized, and scalable code that
works well and solves real problems

Professional Experience
Oct 2022 – present
Dhaka, Bangladesh

Web Developer, Dewan ict
As part of  my role at Dewan ICT, I take charge of  designing and developing business software
solutions using the MERN technology stack.I also provide tailored solutions to clients based on
their specific requirements

Education
Oct 2022 – present
Dhaka, Bangladesh

BSC in computer science and engineering, 
Institute of Science Trade and Technology
I am currently studying BSC in Computer Science and Engineering at ISTT (Institute of  Science
Trade and Technology), actively seeking opportunities to apply and expand my knowledge in a
dynamic and challenging environment.

Skills
Programing language
JavaScript, C

Database
mongoDB, MySql

Framework and Library
Node-js, Express-js, React-js,Next-js

Tools
git, Github,Visual studio code,linux

HTML, CSS
html 5, css 3, scss ,taildwind css

Additional
Photoshop, Illustrator, Photography

Projects
Jun 2023 – present Dynamic E-commerce, use next-js

Designed and developed a dynamic e-commerce website using Next.js, offering versatility to 
accommodate any brand and provide a seamless online shopping experience for customers.

Oct 2022 – present Training Institute management, use mern stack
I developed a institute management system using the MERN stack. This system effectively
handles student enrollment, attendance tracking, course scheduling, and performance
evaluation in an educational institute. I focused on creating a user-friendly interface with
responsive design, enabling smooth navigation and an exceptional user experience.

Nov 2022 – Dec 2022 Event registration Web Application, use express-js and ejs
I designed and developed an event registration system using Express.js and EJS. This system
allows users to conveniently book events online and receive authorized invite cards by making
secure payments through an online payment gateway. Notably, the system has been
successfully utilized by SSC04Star Group and featured on NTV  for seamless IT support

Mar 2022 – Sep 2022 Boom, use next js
Developed an e-commerce food ordering website using Next.js, enabling customers to easily
browse and order their favorite food items online with a user-friendly interface and efficient
functionality. live link:https://boom-nahidhasan141400.vercel.app/

Jan 2022 – Feb 2022 NMovies, use JavaScript
This is a small movie streaming website
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Languages
Bangla English

Declaration
All information in this resume is true and correct to the best of  my knowledge and belief.

Md. Nahid Hasan Sagor
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